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Term 3  

Monday 
28th August 
- Thursday 
7th 
September 

• F– L2 Extensive 
Swimming Program 

Thursday 7th 
September 

• Family Footy Fun 
3.30 - 6pm 

Friday 8th 
September 

• Curriculum Day  
No Students 

Monday 
11th 
September 

• L4 Polly Woodside 
Excursion 

Thursday 
14th 
September 

• Working Bee 2.30-
3.30pm 

Friday 15th 
September 

• Last Day of Term 3 
Finish at 2.30pm 

Dear community,  

How intelligent are our students!!! 

I want to congratulate all the year three and five students for all their hard work 
and diligence towards their schooling. HPS outperformed the state, similar and 
network schools in nearly all areas of NAPLAN, a fantastic accomplishment that 
needs to be celebrated. I want to acknowledge the efforts of all the teachers at 
HPS, to facilitate such wonderful results from our young people, well done to all. 

Acting Principal’s Report 

Every Child, Every Chance, Every Day 

Term 4 

Monday 2nd 
October First Day of Term 4 

Monday 9th- 
13th October • L6 Camp 

Wednesday 
18th- 20th 
October 

• L5 Camp 

Wednesday 
1st- 3rd 
November 

• L3&4 Camp 

http://www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au/
mailto:hughesdale.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au


Community connections 

This week we hosted the kindergarten 
students from Brine Street who came to see 
our school on their ‘excursion.’ They were 
very happy to be here and explored the 
school playground and spent time in a 
classroom listening to a story like real, big 
school kids! The Brine Street staff were very 
appreciative of the experience for their 
students and it was a joy for me to spend 
time with these young people. This week I 
was also a guest speaker at the Goodstart 
Kindergarten ‘Information Night’ where I 
could answer questions for parents about 
school readiness and preparation along with 
sharing some information about how 
Hughesdale supports young people to transition to school life.  

Teacher Professional Learning sessions 

The French program continues to build momentum and excitement. We are a year and a half into this new endeavour after 
2021 was spent conducting a thorough school review into the languages program as this was an area identified for 
reinvigoration. This week Madame Watson updated the teaching staff on the progress of her program and shared exciting 
information about a research project she is undertaking, with the support of the Modern Languages Teaching Association of 
Victoria. Madame Watson is developing a unique Literacy through Languages Learning program for the early years learners. 
The students are engaged with French readers (as they do with English Readers) and are receiving explicit instruction in 
decoding words using skills that are transferable in the English and French classrooms.  

Teachers have also continued their professional development in the area of Mathematics. This week, under the guidance of 
Elisha Park, Rebecca Kharsas and Ashley Carey, expertise was further developed with a lens of what students and teachers  see, 
hear and experience in Maths lessons where the Four Proficiencies are present.  

A little about the Four Proficiencies: 

Understanding: there is a worldwide shift in mathematics education towards a stronger focus on learners developing a deeper 
understanding of key mathematical concepts and ideas in the curriculum rather than memorising or rote learning one-right-
way algorithmic procedures. 

Fluency: this involves students being able to calculate efficiently, recognising robust ways of responding to questions, choosing 
appropriate methods and approximations along with the ability to manipulate equations to find solutions.  

Problem Solving: this involves making choices, interpreting, formulating, modelling and investigating problem situations along 
with communicating solutions. Research suggests that for our mathematics learners it is better for a student to solve one 
problem in five different ways than to solve five problems in the same way. 

Reasoning: this involves providing opportunities for students to think and think aloud during learning experiences. Students 
explain their thinking, deduce and justify strategies and transfer knowledge between contexts. Teachers often take the role of 
question asker. 

We will continue the focus on Mathematics teaching and learning on our upcoming Curriculum Day. 

Kind regards 

Amanda Seach 

Assistant Principal’s Report 

AMANDA SEACH 

School hats are to be worn during  
all outside activities, by all students  
and staff, as from the 1st September 
 - this Friday.  Hats are available 
from Primary School Wear (PSW), 
1/596 North Rd, Ormond. 

Working Bee: HPS is looking to run a  
working bee on Thursday 14th September 
2.30pm – 3.30pm. This will be a short sharp clean-up of the 
school. All parents and community are welcomed.  
* Please bring any equipment, e.g., secateurs, gloves from 
home. 

Curriculum Day will be held on Friday 8th September. Students 
do not attend on this day. If you need to make arrangements, 
please contact Camp Australia 1300 105 343 or visit our web-
site https://www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au/afterschool-care 

Parent/Caregiver/Guardian Opinion Survey: will be open until 
Friday 8 September 2023. It has been reposted on Compass 
again.  
Enjoy the weekend! 

 Dean Napier 
Acting Principal 

https://www.hughesdaleps.vic.edu.au/afterschool-care


Assistant Principal’s Report 

AARON RICHARDS 

National Diving Championships 

Last week I went to 
Sydney to represent 
Hughesdale Primary and 
Victoria at the School 
Sport Australia 
competition for Diving. I 
was lucky enough to 
medal in all four events. I 
made so many new 
friends of all different 
ages and from different 
states. I can't wait to 
hopefully go again next 
year. 

Hughesdale Primary 
School congratulates 
Caitlin on not just participating in the National Championships, 
but on medalling in all four of her events!  You should be 
extremely proud of your achievements, Caitlin. 

National Touch Rugby Championships 

In last week's newsletter, we 
covered Lewis’ first three games at 
the National Touch Rugby 
Championships. At the end of the 
tournament, Lewis and Team Vic 
finished in 5th place, finishing with 
a win in their final against the 
Northern Territory.  More 
impressively, Lewis was awarded 
with a cap by the Queensland 
team, for his outstanding 
sportsmanship.  An umpire called a 
tag when he thought Lewis had 
tagged an opponent.  Lewis told the umpire that he in fact did 
not tag the other player, which resulted in Queensland being 
awarded a try.  Even when playing at the highest level, Lewis 
showed honesty and fantastic sportsmanship.  We are proud 
of your achievements and commitment to displaying the 
school values on the national stage, Lewis! 

Smile Squad Dental - Last day to sign up (Thursday 31st 
August) 

The Smile Squad team from Link 
Health and Community are 
coming to our school at the 
beginning of Term 4. 

Smile Squad is the Victorian Government free school dental 
program. 

This means all students can get a free dental check-up, 
preventive services, and treatment at school. 

We need your consent before we can provide services. 
Consent is usually provided by a parent or guardian. 

Sign up to Smile Squad at: https://bit.ly/smilesquadvic 

New Carpet - Main Building 

I am excited to announce that the Victorian School Building 
Authority (VSBA) has just informed us that they are happy to 
release the residual funds from our recently completed 
renovation of the main building student toilets, to fund the 
replacement of the main building carpet. I recently spoke with 
former Hughesdale Primary assistant principal, Michael 
Cormick, who mentioned that the current carpet is 20yrs 
old.  He was in charge when it was last replaced.  Needless to 
say, it is time for an upgrade! Jarrod Travaglia and the team 
from AllFloors will use the Term 3 holiday break to remove the 
current carpet and underlay before replacing it with brand 
new carpet tiles.  I would like to thank the Travaglia and Hay 
families for their help and support with this project. 

Parking Restrictions 

Just a reminder when 
dropping off your child/
children on Brine St, 
that this is a 2min drop 
and go zone, between 
8:30-9:30am.  Drivers 
must stay with the 
vehicle during this 
time.  Please note, if you 
leave your vehicle, you 
may incur a fine from 
the council. 

Caitlin I - Level 4 

Kind Regards, 
Aaron Richards 
Assistant Principal 

World Wildlife Foundation 

In term 1, me and two of my friends, Jindi Rooney 

and Frankie Allica researched about the WWF (World 

Wildlife Foundation) and discovered that there are 

many animals that become endangered every year. 

So, we decided to something about it. We asked Mr 

Carey if we could make an announcement during  

assembly saying after school we are going to collect 

money and donate it to the WWF. 

We made signs and buckets so you could see us easily.  

We officially collected and donated $54.30 to the 

WWF and we are thrilled for all your donations and to 

be able to spread the word about endangered animals.  

Thank you for your support. 

Maddie L, Jindi R and Frankie A - Level 5 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2Fsmilesquadvic&data=05%7C01%7CAaron.Richards%40education.vic.gov.au%7C187b3f69f86e4f6fc0a108db8cb7d9c6%7Cd96cb3371a8744cfb69b3cec334a4c1f%7C0%7C0%7C638258493497236294%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbG


Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FA Connor Lawless Personal Best • Reading and Maths 

FB Leo Govier-Cole 
Personal Best 
Respect 
Teamwork 

• For the fantastic effort you have put into making good 
learning decisions in the classroom, and good friendship 
decisions in the yard. Well done! 

FC George Vanikiotis 
Respect  
Personal Best 

• George starts everyday with a big smile. He applies himself to 
every task, completing it to the best of his ability. George has 
been willing to give things a go and share his thoughts, even if 
he might get the answer wrong. 

FD Jesse Garama 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For being a kind and caring friend, and for striving to achieve 
your personal best in all tasks. 

1A Clara Su 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For the thought and effort you put into all of your learning. 
• For showing a growth mindset by always focusing on what 

you can learn from your mistakes.  
• For being a kind and caring friend to everyone in our class. 

1B Charlotte Helm 
Personal Best  
Respect 
Teamwork 

• You are consistently helpful, courteous and cooperative. 
Charlotte sets an example of excellence in behaviour and 
problem solving especially during cross curricular and maths 
lessons. Keep up the fantastic effort! 

1C James Walsh 
Resilience 
Respect 

• James has shown great resilience when balancing maths 
addition and subtraction equations. For showing greater 
independence when writing narratives, writing for extended 
periods of time and believing in his own ideas.  

1D Polly Burns Personal Best 

• For your fantastic work when writing your narrative story. You 
were confident to share your sentences aloud and this helped 
you write them down. It was great to see this in your final 
story. Keep up the great work Polly! 

2A Willis Ip 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• Willis has challenged himself this week with the multiplication 
tasks he has completed. He worked diligently and persevered 
through challenging worded problems. 

2B David Mi 
Personal Best 
Team Work 

• For approaching division tasks with an inquisitive and positive 
mindset. You always share your reasoning with the class and 
offer fantastic strategies for solving problems during mini-
lessons. Keep up the enthusiastic attitude, David! 

2C Jaden Wong Personal Best 

• For showing an increased effort in your commitment and 
participation in your learning. It has been wonderful to see 
you confidently share your ideas more often.  

• Keep up the fantastic work!  

2D Ivy Caldow 
Respect  
Personal Best 

• For being a remarkable role model to your peers and an 
attentive listener in the class. Ivy is always eager to engage 
and participate in group discussions. She is motivated, 
amiable and curious. 

Term 3 Week 4 - Junior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FA Scarlett Silsbury Personal Best • Trying really hard with Writing 

FB Eva Parker Gratitude 
• For being an incredibly kind, caring and considerate member 

of our class. Eva always aims to make others smile and we are 
very lucky to have such a wonderful friend in our class! 

FC Zoe Nguyen 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For her focus and determination during reading groups this 
term. Zoe’s confidence when reading new books and trying 
new strategies such as ‘Stretchy Snake’  and ‘looking for 
chunks’ has grown each week.  Keep up the great work Zoe! 

FD Harper Halford 
Personal Best 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For always being kind and caring towards others and helping 
people in need. Harper, you always have beautiful manners 
when thanking those around you. Well done superstar! 

1A Sam Villegas 
Personal Best 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For your wonderful suggestions during out fantasy fiction unit. 
• For always showing genuine concern and care for his friends.  
• For happily helping others when they need it. 

1B Alexander Tirant 
Personal Best  
Resilience  

• For completing some wonderful work during our maths topic 
of money as well as being resilient during Level 1 sport. It is 
fantastic to see you staying on task and striving to achieve 
your personal best. Well done Alexander :) 

1C Prem Shah 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For using interesting adjectives in his writing to describe the 
characters and setting. For showing respect and kindness 
towards his peers and teachers. Sounding out new words 
during guided reading sessions. Keep it up Prem! 

1D Johnny Carr 
Personal Best 
Gratitude 

• For trying your hardest to show kindness towards everyone 
around you. You take time to look after your peers and you 
are happy to help out in the classroom when asked. Keep it up 
Johnny! 

2A Enzo Toddy 
Teamwork 
Personal Best 

• For sharing his thoughts and ideas more often with his teacher 
and peers. Enzo has also been completing greater quantities of 
work during literacy and numeracy sessions – great work Enzo! 

2B Mahiinn Doshi 
Personal Best 
Team Work 
Respect 

• For your enthusiastic attitude during Digi-Tech when exploring 
Publisher. You listened carefully to build new skills and created 
a vibrant and informative brochure. It was fantastic to see you 
supporting your classmates when they needed assistance with 
ICT skills too. Well Done Mahiinn! 

2B Azalea Zarras Personal Best 

• For your fantastic focus and commitment when researching 
during our Cross Curricular unit. You have shown confidence 
when recording interesting information as dot points. Keep up 
the great work, Azalea!  

2C Alex Doyle Personal Best 

• For consistently participating in our class discussion, always 
sharing your insightful thoughts with a positive attitude. Your 
curiosity and thoughtful discussions bring more conversation 
and learning to our class. 

• Well done Alex!  

2D Mabel French 
Personal Best  
Resilience  

• For demonstrating resilience and determination in the 
completion of her maths learning task. It is fantastic to see you 
persist through challenging multiplication problems and strive 
to achieve your personal best. Mabel is energetic, warm and 
joyful.  

Term 3 Week 5 - Junior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

FA Lachie Collins Personal Best • Literacy 

FC Stratos Vanikiotis Personal Best 

• Stratos has been trying his personal best during our writing 
tasks this term. He includes lots of detail in his pictures and 
always uses his alphabet strip to help record the first sound for 
each word in his sentence. 

FD Fraser Thompson 
Personal Best 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For the excellent manners you show every day when thanking 
those around you, and for spreading happiness by making 
others laugh. 

1A Nia Redmond 
Respect 
Gratitude 
Personal Best 

• For being a kind a thoughtful friend to everyone around you. 
• For the amazing progress you made over our addition and 

subtraction units. You should be very proud of the effort you 
put in!  

1B Rain Burt 
Personal Best 
Gratitude  
Respect 

• For showing great commitment to your learning during our 
Addition and Subtraction unit and joining in during the mini 
lessons and asking lots of interesting questions. Rain uses her 
beautiful manners and shows kindness and compassion to her 
classmates. Keep up the fantastic work!  

1C Audrey Lay 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• For always showing respect towards her peers and teachers 
and helping to keep the classroom tidy. Sharing interesting 
ideas with the class. For articulating her feelings in a mature 
manner and seeking help when required. 

1D All of 1D! 

Personal Best 
Respect 
Gratitude 
Teamwork 
Resilience 

• For participating in our Level One Late Stay with great 
enthusiasm and positivity. It was fantastic to see the care you 
put towards your activities and the gratitude you showed at 
the end of the night. Well done 1D!  

2A Lira Hrechyna 
Personal Best  
Gratitude 

• For consistently demonstrating her personal best in all of the 
work she submits. Lira is appreciative of all classroom learning 
activities and takes pride in the work she submits. 

2B Yash Challa 
Personal Best 
Team Work 
Respect 

• For giving your personal best when learning about how to 
measure area. You listened carefully during mini-lessons and 
showed energy and team work during measurement activities. 
Keep up the wonderful work, Yash! 

2B Natalie Vaughan Personal Best 

• For striving to achieve your personal best during Writing. You 
have worked hard to build your research and note-taking to 
write your own information reports. You always set a high 
standard - keep up the excellent effort, Natalie! 

2C 
Charlotte Saddington-
Smith 

Personal Best 
Respect 
Teamwork 

• For achieving your personal best on your Information Report 
on Uluru. You demonstrated your understanding on the topic 
and you were so focussed during the writing process.  

• For taking care of your classmates and also taking care of your 
classroom, making sure everything is tidy. Well done Charlotte! 

2D Dan Pham  
Personal Best 
Team Work 
Respect 

• For his outstanding information reporting writing on an 
Australian landmark - Uluru. Dan is an exceptional writer who 
has the ability to captivate his readers through his excellent 
choice of words. He is responsible, supportive and resourceful. 

• Keep up the amazing job Dan! 

Term 3 Week 6 - Junior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Maddy Ross 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• Throughout this week, Maddy demonstrated substantial effort 
in mathematics in order to enhancing her comprehension of 
data concepts. 

3B Jacob Nguyen  

Teamwork 
Respect  
Personal Best  
Resilience 

• For getting along well with others - inside the classroom and 
on the basketball court!   

• Also, for his enthusiasm when dancing to Greased Lightnin’ 
with Mrs Amiet in class.   

3C Valley Shipperd Personal Best 

• Staying focussed and showing strong task commitment when 
writing a creative short story. Her narrative was highly 
engaging and included a balance between personal voice and 
dialogue.  

4A Ada Karahalios Respect 
• Ada respectfully discusses issues in an open and honest 

manner. We’re proud of your maturity, Ada. 

4B 
Billy 
Sandow 

Personal Best 
Teamwork 

• Billy demonstrated self motivation and a keen effort when 
completing our Creations story work. He was helpful by using 
his teamwork strategies during partner and group activities. 

4C Owen Lockyer 
Resilience 
Personal Best 

• For demonstrating resilience during tricky writing tasks and for 
working hard to improve his handwriting. Amazing work! 

5A Adithya Ganesan 
Resilience 
Personal best 

• For your active participation and keen attitude in classwork, 
especially writing and reading lessons. 

5B Chloe Zhu Personal Best 
• The outstanding effort you put into your Mapmaker Angles 

Learning Task. You showcased your learning by creating a 
fantastic map full of clever details and accurate mathematics. 

5C Charlie Kukulovski 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

• For his positive attitude and effort during the dance rotation of 
Level 5/6 sport. After a little apprehension, Charlie put in his 
best effort for the dances being taught and encouraged others 
to join in too. 

5D Sullivan Alleyn Personal Best 

•  For your hard work and keen attitude in your practice 
Learning Tasks this week. You have shown to be able to make 
excellent choices by moving yourself away from distractions 
when necessary. Well done!  

6A Victoria Zois Personal Best 
• For persevering and focusing in maths, creating an accurate 

and well-presented stem and leaf plot.  

6B Audrey McWatt 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your attention and effort during our biography writing unit 
of work. 

6C Ella Davis 
Respect 
Teamwork 

• Starting Term 3 with a smile. Ella’s bright and happy nature 
make her a pleasure to teach. She is a friend to all. 

Term 3 Week 3 - Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Memi Wright Resilience 
• For displaying resilience when having a nasty fall and then 

navigating her way around school and an excursion using the 
Not So Much Fun, crutches.  

3B Alicia Myers  

Teamwork  
Respect 
Personal Best  
Gratitude  

• For her initiative and enthusiasm for many elements of her 
Sustainability Rep role.   

• And, we have all appreciated her team insights and dedicated 
support of the Matildas.   

3C Shawn Tang Personal Best 

• For displaying creativity and focus when creating his own 
hybrid text, combining structural and language features found 
in arguments and narratives. His writer’s voice made his text 
highly entertaining to read. 

4A 
Annabelle Physick 
Alvarez 

Personal Best 
• Annabelle consistently listens to instructions and puts effort 

into every response she creates. 

4B Liza Zavialova Personal Best  
• For demonstrating her personal best in her reading and 

making some fantastic progress as a result of this!   
• For showing gratitude for each learning opportunity.  

4B Maya Saville-Crowe 
Respect 
Personal Best 

• For being an excellent classroom leader through both her role 
as JAG representative and in her new position as timetable 
monitor. Maya is always willing to help her classmates and 
treats everyone with respect. 

4C Max Hughes 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

• Max has made an incredible effort with his writing this term. 
He participates keenly in every group activity and strives for 
his personal best in all subject areas.  

5A Chrissie Agiazis 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

• For your keen attitude in writing and editing your personal 
memoir and active participation in cross curricular research 
for the solar system. 

5B Olivia Chongue 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• The consistent effort you put in to write your memoir chapter 
Learning Task and the resilient effort to keep adding to and 
improve your writing 

5C Arisah Turski Personal Best 
• For your thoughtful contributions during our teacher reading 

group this week. You showed a deep understanding of the 
text and great summarising skills. 

5D Liam Borg Personal Best 

•  For your hard work and keen attitude in Patterns and Algebra 
for Maths and when writing with prompts. You have shown to 
be able to stay focused and achieve your personal best this 
week. 

• Keep it up! Well done!  

6A James Green Personal Best 
• For creating an extremely accurate and informative pie of pie 

showing the proportion of energy usage in the world.  

6B Finn Lillingston 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your perseverance and positivity during challenging Maths 
tasks. 

6C Forrest Chin Personal Best 
• Some incredibly impressive results on his Mid-Year Essential 

Assessments for Mathematics. You should be extremely 
proud of your results!!! 

P Arts Ewan Kwon 3B 
Personal Best 
Teamwork 

• For participating in all tasks and trying your best at all times. 
You work well in your group performances! 

Term 3 Week 4 - Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Vihaan Pedagandham 
All values 
Respect 

• For demonstrating all our school values when attending our 
recent excursion to the ‘Botanic Gardens.’ It was also so 
pleasing to see you encourage others to demonstrate respect to 
our presenters.  

3B Baylen Butler  

Teamwork  
Personal Best  
Respect  
Resilience  

• For always giving his personal best to all aspects of work in 
class.  And, for getting along well with his peers - both inside the 
classroom and on the basketball court!   

3C Luca Mammolito Personal Best 

• Luca worked hard to produce a detailed narrative based on a 
writing prompt he was given. He also made a big effort to 
reread and edit his sentences to ensure they made sense and 
were punctuated appropriately. Keep up the super writing Luca! 

4A Christo Lunde Resilience 
• Christo has worked vey hard to stay on task since some changes 

were made. He has demonstrated great resilience in 
successfully adapting to his new seat in the classroom. 

4B Harvey Thompson Personal Best 
• For doing some fantastic creative writing this week. It was 

fantastic to see you eagerly sharing your work with your 
classmates.  

4C Caitlin Isaac 
Personal Best 
Team Work 

• Caitlin has been making fantastic progress towards her personal 
goal of “contributing more to class discussions”. Her statements 
and questions have been a wonderful addition to the class. 
Keep up the incredible work! 

5A Mateja Gigovic 
Personal best 
Resilience 

• For your active participation and keen attitude in classwork, 
especially in your research for the scientific report. 

5B Bridgette Laing 
Teamwork 
Respect 
Personal Best 

• Being an outstanding team member during the creation of 5B’s 
Solar System. You constantly moved to places of need, showed 
all fellow planet-makers respect and gave the task your 
constant personal best. 

5C Harper Chrisp 
Teamwork 
Respect 

• For your kind and considerate offers to help your fellow 
classmates with their Solar System models. You took the 
initiative to assist those in need and did so with such 
enthusiasm and care. 

5D Caitlin Tewierik Personal Best 

•  For always striving to do your personal best in Maths even 
when it is difficult and for writing thoughtful stories using our 
writing prompts during Writing. 

• Keep it up! Well done!  

6A Jenish Patel 
Respect   
Personal Best 

• For treating his peers in a respectful manner and approaching 
his school work with professionalism.  

6B Jiung Choi 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your incredible results in our recent Financial Maths 
Learning Task. Awesome work! 

6C Zaid Chkhaidem Personal Best 
• Working hard during our Financial Maths unit to calculate the 

shopping list required to host a party for our entire class – a lot 
of tricky maths involved! 

V Art Andiya Meskini Personal Best 
• For your enthusiasm and interest in creating your artwork.  
• For making excellent use of materials in your designs. 

P Arts Girija Parasnis Personal Best 
• Well done on your effort in all activities and Performances. 

You are responsible and help keep our Performing Arts Space 
organised. 

Term 3 Week 5 - Senior Hughesdale Hero 



Class Name of Student 
For Showing 
(Values) 

Reasons 

3A Harvey Clark Personal Best 

• For making smart choices on your own around your working 

environment, in order for you to do your best work. This has 

helped you to pay more attention and produce work that is 

reflective of your abilities.  

3B Beth Atkins  
Teamwork  
Personal Best 
Resilience  

• For being a thoughtful and considerate student who always 
works well with others.  This was particularly evident during 
your enthusiastic participation during our excursion the Royal 
Botanic Gardens.   

3C Amrya Rumao 

Teamwork 
Personal Best 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• She worked hard on her story, ensuring her plot included a 
logical problem and solution. 

• Amyra displays kindness and respect and shows an open and 
enthusiastic attitude towards learning new things. She is 
always seeking feedback to improve her work even further! 

4A Remy Saba Resilience 
• Remy has successfully completed most of the tasks in Week 6. 

Well done Remy, we are proud of your much improved 
efforts. 

4B Alice Gridley 
Respect 
Gratitude 

• For always upholding our school value of Respect in the way 
that she treats both teachers and her peers.  

• For demonstrating gratitude for each learning opportunity 
and always striving to become a better learner.  

4B Eli Vekas 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For showing commitment and perseverance in his quest to 
get his pen licence. Congratulations Eli on making such 
fantastic improvements! 

4C Dashiell Robinson 
Personal Best 
Respect 

• Dash created an insightful ‘personal goal’ to improve himself 
as a learner, and has been working really hard to achieve it. 
Amazing work! 

5A Madeline Lumb 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your keen attitude in completing Math Learning Tasks, 
and your active participation in the class work. 

5B Michael Tran 
Teamwork 
Respect 

• The passion for science you showed on our excursion to 
Scienceworks and your willingness to assist others in 
understanding Number & Algebra tasks. 

5C Jacob Tirant 

Teamwork 
Personal Best 
Respect 
Gratitude 
Resilience 

• For being an exceptional representative of Hughesdale 
Primary School during our Scienceworks excursion. You 
demonstrated all our school values through your enthusiasm, 
active participation and courteous interactions with peers, 
teachers, Scienceworks staff and even the bus driver. 

5D Mary Clements  Personal Best 
• For always striving to do your personal best during class even 

when it is difficult, and for writing a well-thought out memoir 
for your Learning Task. Keep it up! Well done!  

6A Lewis Corben Personal Best  
• For representing Hughesdale in the Victorian Touch Footy 

Team in the Northern Territory. A really impressive 
accomplishment Lewis!  

6B Christina Berte 
Personal Best 
Resilience 

• For your hard work and perseverance during our Literacy 
sessions. It has been wonderful to read your finished pieces! 

6C Sarah Murayama Teamwork 
• Making new students to our school feel welcome. Sarah made 

sure that the newest members of 6C felt comfortable, 
included and showed them around our school. Thank you! 

Term 3 Week 6 - Senior Hughesdale Hero 







The event is designed to welcome and connect the whole HPS adult 

community – mums and dads. It’s a great way to meet new parents or 

catch-up with friends in a social setting.  Some nibbles will be provided. 

Beers & Tears 
Thursday 12 Oct 8pm 

The O.C Public Bar near 
Hughesdale Train station 

 






